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Technical
translations

Complex multilingual projects.
Into the respective target languages.
Exactly our thing.

Translation – key to understanding.
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Complex made simple

You attach great importance to precision
in your texts. So do we.
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Workflows to increase your productivity
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Simple send us your data and we will organise everything.
That's how using state-of-the-art technology can give
you more freedom to focus on what is truly important.

/
Saša Tripković
Divisional Manager
of Production and
Process Management
at Transline

Our development team gets the best for you.

The Transline Group.
Complex translation workflows
made simple.

The technology comes with our support

Naturally, you attach great importance to precision when creating technical
documents. It's key for us, too – and with pinpoint accuracy we convey your
documentation into your required target languages with pinpoint accuracy.
Our translators' expertise complements your own, forming a symbiotic
relationship. Our communication specialists bring together linguistic and
technical skills. They are intimately familiar with the relevant terminology.
All that means our technical translations ensure your success in exporting
to numerous satisfied customers – just like we have been doing for our
customers for over 30 years.
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/////////////////// Workflows to increase your productivity

/ We use state-of-the-art technology with just one

goal in mind: More time for what is truly important.
What is truly important to you.

Linguistic diversity,
processes,
terminology...
We will automate the
individual workflows
for you completely
if so desired.

Digitised, efficient processes

Sometimes, multilingual translation projects
require the coordination of over a hundred
process participants. Our experienced process
managers are happy to take this on for you.
with foresight, using IT-aided workflows and
leaving nothing to chance.
Using our online portal or directly integrating
your editing system with ours, along with our
use of CAT tools, allows you to make orders
quickly and easily at any time. You can also
monitor your projects from anywhere in the
world over the Internet and expect quicker
delivery times. Transline experts will analyse
your existing processes and define a tailored
workflow based on your requirements.

With many modern devices, the simplicity of operation is simply confusing.

Whether this involves translation,
terminology or integration of your
reviewers in the respective countries:
We establish the perfect setup for you
in a modular system.

If your texts are good to begin with, your
translations will also be great. Most content
is created company-wide in different
departments, often even across national
borders. When defining your consistent
corporate wording, binding company
terminology is therefore a must. Carefully
maintaining this terminology will improve
the quality of your documentation and make
it easier to understand in the source language,
as well as accelerating the translation process
and creating cost savings in the long term.

/// Siegfried Wache
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/////////////////// The technology comes with our support

/ Smart service:
People and technology working for you.
Reliably and efficiently. Transline.

Technical
documentation,
contractual and
financial documents,
patents and
online shops ...
We are always by your side with our
accumulated expertise: Computer linguists,
technical editors and terminologists are
at work on your behalf every day.
Linguistic diversity, process-automated:
You can order quickly and easily at any time.

Quality is absolutely essential. However,
not every text type requires the same quality
assurance processes. We offer three different
levels of service within our certified quality
assurance system so we can tailor our service
to your needs. Our service relies on more than
the expertise of our language professionals:
We use highly specialised checking programs,
too. This allows us to catch errors that humans
may miss.
Experience and excellent service:
Transline has experience. Years of it. We have
spent more than 30 years meeting thousands
of people, trying out all kinds of things, learning
from our previous mistakes and successfully
developing and implementing solutions. Today,
you can benefit from all that. As a full service
provider, we will be there for you, whatever
the situation. And that's a promise.

BOSCH /// Technology for life /
MIELE /// Always better / RICOLA ///
Chrüterchraft / SIEGENIA /// brings
spaces to life / DÜRR DENTAL /// The
best solutions have a system / HELLER
/// Knowing how it’s done. / STO ///
Building with conscience. / PRINOTH ///
Shaping the Future / KNOLL /// .It works

Technical translations and more. All from your one-stop shop for language services.
When it comes to languages. Transline.
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Translation – key to understanding.

Comprehensive
language services
for demanding
multilingual projects

And which are the most widely spoken languages in the world? Chinese, Spanish,
English, Hindi, Arabic, Portuguese, Bengali, Russian, Japanese, German, Marathi, Korean,
French, Turkish, Tamil, Vietnamese, Urdu, ...?

Transline Gruppe GmbH
Am Heilbrunnen 47
72766 Reutlingen
Germany
/ T +49 7121 9463-0
/ service@transline.de
www.transline.de

